SUSSEX INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINARS
AUTUMN 2017

Wednesday October 4th 13.00 – 14.30, ArtsC 333
Julie Huang (University of Edinburgh) Organized by the Asia Centre
To find a market for a battery: Ethnographies of encounter and Japanese corporate frontiers in rural Bangladesh

Thursday October 5th 16.00 – 18.00, Arts333
Rachel Olson (Researcher in Aboriginal Health) Organized by CORTH
Indigenous Midwifery and Birthplace: exploring authoritative knowledge, risk and technology in Northern Canada and rural Uganda

Tuesday October 10th 15.00 – 17.00, Pevensey 1-2D10
Chika Watanabe (University of Manchester) Organized by the Anthropology Department
Muddy Labour: The politics of ‘Becoming One’ in a Japanese NGO in Myanmar

Thursday October 26th 17.00 – 18.30, Fulton A
Gurminder Bhambra (University of Sussex) Part of the Sussex Development Lectures
Misunderstanding Modernity: The social scientific neglect of colonialism

Wednesday November 8th 13.00– 14.30, ArtsC 333
Silvia Masiero (University of Loughborough), Organized by the Asia Centre
New Routes to Cashlessness: ICTs, demonetisation and the Indian informal economy

Thursday November 9th 17.00 – 18.30, IDS Convening Space
Andrea Cornwall (Sussex) Part of the Sussex Development Lectures
Decolonising Gender and Development

Tuesday November 14th 15.00 – 17.00, Pevensey 1-2D10
Ursula Rao (University of Leipzig) Co-organized by CORTH and Anthropology Department
Biometric governance and food security in India

Sunday November 19th All day, ArtsC and ACCA
All Day Celebration of Global Migration, organized by Centre for Migration Research

Thursday November 23rd 17.00 – 18.30, IDS Convening Space
Robert van Niekerk (Rhodes University) Part of the Sussex Development Lectures
De-colonisation and Transformation of Higher Education in South Africa: The Case of Rhodes University

Wednesday December 6th 13.00– 14.30, ArtsC 333
Nicolas Martin (University of Zurich), Organized by the Asia Centre
Enforcing Political Loyalties: caste, clientelism, corruption and violence around Punjabi elections

Thursday December 7th 17.00 – 18.30, IDS Convening Space
Olivia Umurerwa Rutazibwa (University of Portsmouth) Part of the Sussex Development Lectures
On Babies and Bathwaters: Decolonizing international Development Studies

Wednesday December 13th 13.00– 14.30, ArtsC 333
Sahil Warsi (University of Leeds), Organized by the Asia Centre
Afghan migrants struggles of being and belonging in Delhi